ពុទ្ធសាសនា ដ ើមប ី អភិវឌ្ឍន៍
BUDDHISM FOR DEVELOPMENT
PAILIN BRANCH

REPORT OF BASELINE STUDY
ON
COOPERATIVES’ BUSINESS
Date

: 25.June.2015 – 21.July.2015

Place

: Cooperatives in Pailin City and Salakrao District, Pailin Province.

Mission Participant : Mr. Nop Paul and Mr. Thun Tan
Purpose:
To gather the agricultural business information of ACs and members in order to analysis
and identify the problems or gaps and keep for baseline-data. Then the facilitation on
dealing the resolvable problems of ACs will be compared to the baseline for seeing the
changes and achieve the program goal.
Expectation:
-

Agricultural cooperative will understand more on how to do the agri-business.
AC will make a new business for their cooperative in purpose to increase more money.
AC will research on basic of marketing for selling their output by getting more results, both
quantity and quality and also get high price from free market.

Summary Activities and Result:
At the beginning of the baseline study survey, Mr. Thun Tan,
BFD/PLN coop project field coordinator and Mr. Nop Paul,
BFD/PLN Branch Manager welcome to cooperatives and then
Mr. Thun Tan made an interview with cooperative leader
about the process of their cooperative, such as the purpose of
establishment cooperative, number of cooperative members,
shares, capital, amount of the size of land, technical of planting
crop, crop maintenance, the result that they got from their
businesses and especially about expectation of cooperatives in
using credit loan from BFD/RCO for cooperative’s business in the past, now and the future. During
the interview, cooperative answered with what they used to do. All the answers from cooperative
we wrote down in the questionnaires. Mr. Thun Tan also encouraged cooperative leaders and
members to struggle and make more business by starting from now to the future.
Many of members of cooperatives do the business by planting cassava. They decided to plant
cassava because of market requirement. They answered all of the questions in the questionnaire
such as: The size of farm land, kind of crops that they have, method in planting crop, amount of
expenditure in planting for a season, kind of fertilizer they use for their crop, the result that they
got from cropping, amount of credit loan that they borrowed from AC, and the useful of register as
AC member.
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1/. Reaksmey Phum Rongchak Cooperative
June 25, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD and members of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Reaksmey Phum Rongchak
cooperative in Rongchak Village, Bor Yakha Sangkat, Pailin City,
Pailin Province. There were 10 participants (02 F).
Reaksmey Phume Rongchak AC has got: Member = 90 members,
Agriculture land = 186 hectares, capital = USD 18, 375.00, credit
loan from BFD/RCO = USD 12, 100.00. Now AC has only
business, release loan to member and saving. But in the future
they have plan to build cooperative office on the cooperative
own land, sell rice and sell agricultural input to cooperative member.
Reaksmey Phum Rongchak Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as credit loan with the interest rate 1.3% per month.
2. Provide training on technical of doing agriculture and admin management.
3. Help cooperative in seeking market for selling agricultural output.
2/. Samaky Phum Thmey Phnom Kheav Cooperative
June 25, 2015
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with BOD and members of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Samaky Phum Thmey Phnom Kheav cooperative in Thmey Village,
Tuollovea Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 10 participants (02 F).
Samaky Phum Thmey Phnom Keav AC has got: Member = 90 members, Agriculture land = 217
hectares, capital = USD 59, 071.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 00. Now AC has 2 businesses,
release loan to member and crop seed credit. But in the future they have plan to build cooperative
office on the cooperative own land, sell rice and sale agricultural input to cooperative member.
Samaky Phum Thmey Phnom Kheav Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as credit loan with the interest rate 1.3% per month.
2. Provide training on Book-keeping and other technical.
3. Help cooperative in seeking market for selling agricultural output.
3/. Psa Prom O ro el Rong Roeurng Cooperative
June 26, 2015
At 2:00PM in the afternoon (The interview with BOD of AC)
There was a small meeting at Psa Prom O ro el Rong Roeurng cooperative in Psa Prom Village,
Stoengkach Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 4 participants (0 F).
Psa Prom O ro el Rong Roeurng AC has got: Member = 90 members, Agriculture land = 222
hectares, capital = USD 16, 000.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD.00. Now AC has only business,
release loan to member and saving. But in the future they have plan to open farm to feed
chicken/hen to earn more money for their AC.
Psa Prom O ro el Rong Roeurng Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as credit loan.
2. Provide training on Agriculture technical such as How to feed chicken.
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3. Provide capital for collecting to buy members’ agriculture output to sell to the company.
4/. Samaky Bor Huy Cheung Tboung Cooperative
June 29, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Samaky Bor Huy Cheung
Tboung cooperative in Bor Huy Tboung Village, Bor Yakha
Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 10
participants (3 F).
Samaky Bor Huy Cheung Tboung AC has got: Member = 98
members, Agriculture land = 334 hectares, capital = USD 56,
195.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD.00. Now AC has 2
businesses, release loan to member and credit on seed and
fertilizer. But in the future they have plan to buy local land
for building AC office and then they will start to sell rice to their members and others to earn for
their AC.
Samaky Bor Huy Cheung Tboung Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as credit loan with no interest and principal repayment will be made at the
end of the contract.
2. AC request DGRV to help 50% in building AC office.
3. Provide technical training on Book-keeping and Market.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Svay Phai, Mr.Phorng
Phoeurn, and Mr. Korng Doun.
5/. Pailin Ponleu Thmey Cooperative
June 30, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Pailin Ponleu Thmey
cooperative in Suon Ampov Lich Village, Pailin Sangkat, Pailin
City, Pailin Province. There were 12 participants (3 F).
Pailin Ponleu Thmey AC has got: Member = 429 members,
Agriculture land = 800 hectares, capital = USD 87, 500.00,
credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 40, 000.00. Now AC has 3
businesses, release loan to member, saving and sale fertilizer.
But in the future they have plan to open the small store for
selling Rice and agricultural equipment.
Pailin Ponleu Thmey Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. AC request to BFD/DGRV support their cooperative forever with providing credit loan with
the low interest rate 1.5% per month but interest and principal repayment will be made at
the end of the contract.
2. Provide technical training (Business, cropping and feeding animal).
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3. Provide study visit in the local or foreign country in the purpose to change good
experiences.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Ben Chann, Mr. Toem Chrep,
and Mrs. Proeurng Sreyna.
6/. Srang Andoung Buon Cooperative
July 1, 2015
At 8:30AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Srang Andoung Buon
cooperative in Srang Andoung Buon Village, Stoengkach
Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were
10 participants (3 F).
In the future they do not have plan to do new business
yet because now AC doesn’t have enough BOD. AC has
only one leader, Mr. Sok Sreng, AC leader.
Srang Andoung Buon Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. AC need BFD help to select new BOD for AC to get reprocess from now on.
2. Providing credit loan with the low interest rate 0.5% per month but interest repay every
month and principal repayment will be made at the end of the contract.
3. Provide technical training on Book keeping, credit management, Admin, and business.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 02 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Phuong Nak and Mrs. Nhae
Touch.
7/. Chamros Stoengkach Choeurn Loeurn Cooperative
July 2, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Chamros Stoengkach Choeurn Loeurn cooperative in O Beng Village,
Stoengkach Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 11 participants (8 F).
Chamros Stoengkach Choeurn Loeurn AC has got: Member = 451 members, Agriculture land =
1071 hectares, capital = USD 104, 707.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 15, 000.00. Now AC has
4 businesses, credit loan, saving, sale seed and fertilizer and receive deposit. But in the future they
do not have plan to do new business yet because now AC doesn’t have land to build AC office and
the place to sell something.
Chamros Stoengkach Choeurn Loeurn Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Providing credit loan with the low interest rate 1% per month but interest and principal
repayment will be made at the end of the contract.
2. Provide technical training on agriculture for BOD and members.
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3. Provide study visit in the local or foreign country in the purpose to change good
experiences.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mrs. Prean Von, Mrs. Leng Sophy,
and Mrs. Em Sinoeurn.
8/. Samaky Srang Senchey Cooperative
July 3, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Srang Senchey cooperative in
Srang Senchey Village, Stoengkach
Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 10
participants (2 F).
Srang Senchey AC has got: Member = 66 members, Agriculture
land = 125 hectares, capital = USD 7, 250.00, credit loan from
BFD/RCO = USD.00. Now AC has only 2 businesses, release
loan to member and saving. But in the future they have plan to
buy and sell agriculture input and equipment to AC members.
Srang Senchey Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. AC need BFD/DGRV to support AC in creating this new business (buy and sell agriculture
equipment) by providing capital as credit loan with the low interest rate 1.2% per month
but interest and principal repayment will be made at the end of the contract.
2. Provide technical training on credit management, Admin, and agriculture technical.
3. AC need BFD help to buy land for AC to build cooperative office.
At 1:00PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 02 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Ting Sarith and Mr. Nuon
Sean.
9/. Ratanak Krachab Meanchey Cooperative
July 6, 2015
At 8:30AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Ratanak Krachab Meanchey cooperative in Krachab Village, O tavao
Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 11 participants (3 F).
Ratanak Krachab Meanchey AC has got: Member = 137 members, Agriculture land = 466 hectares,
capital = USD 46, 786.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD10, 000.00. Now AC has only 2
businesses, crop seed credit, and release loan to member and saving. But in the future they have
plan to sell agriculture equipment, rice and buy cassava from members to sell to the company.
Ratanak Krachab Meanchey Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. AC need BFD/DGRV in market research for selling members’ cassavas.
2. Provide technical training on animal feeding and mushroom plantation.
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3. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 1% per month by principal and interest
repayment at the end of contract.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 04 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Lay Romony, Mr. Chin
Sarann, Mr. Sok Sorm, and Mr. Keat Ra.
10/. O Ro el Mohasamaky Cooperative
July 7, 2015
At 8:30AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at O Ro el Mohasamaky cooperative
in O Ro el Village, Stoengkach Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin
Province. There were 12 participants (5 F).
O Ro el Mohasamaky AC has got: Member = 222 members,
Agriculture land = 930 hectares, capital = USD 40, 000.00, credit
loan from BFD/RCO = USD8, 000.00. Now AC has only 2
businesses, rice credit, and release loan to member and saving.
But in the future they have plan to build AC office, sell agriculture
equipment, rice and animal feeding.
O Ro el Mohasamaky Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. AC request BFD and Government to help them in market research.
2. Provide office equipment (Desk, Chair and 1 set of computer with printer.
3. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 10% per year and provide technical
training (Book keeping and management)
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Pech Heang, Mr. Seng Sean, ,
and Mr. Keo Sovann.
11/. Konphnom Bankeunphall Cooperative
July 8, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Konphnom Bangkeunphall
cooperative in Konphnom Village, O Andoung Commune,
Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 10 participants (5
F).
Konphnom Bangkeunphall AC has got: Member = 53 members,
Agriculture land = 120 hectares, capital = USD 11, 500.00, credit
loan from BFD/RCO = USD15, 000.00. Now AC has only 2
businesses, Sale crop seed, release loan to member and saving.
But in the future they have plan to sell agriculture equipment.
Konphnom Bangkeunphall Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
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1. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 1% per month.
2. Provide technical training such as management, book keeping and finance.
3. AC want BFD/DGRV continue to support them forever and provide 1 set of computer.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Bun Math, Mr. Roeurng
Loeurn, , and Mrs. Mann Mao.
12/. Bangkeunphall Anong Reaksa Cooperative
July 9, 2015
At 9:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Bangkeunphall Anlong Reaksa cooperative in Anlong Reaksa Village,
Stoeng Trang Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 10 participants (2 F).
Bangkeunphall Anlong Reaksa AC has got: Member = 43 members, Agriculture land = 813
hectares, capital = USD 45, 750.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD17, 000.00. Now AC has only 4
businesses, Sale crop seed, sale rice, sale crop seed, and release loan to member. But in the future
they have plan to feed pig and fish.
Bangkeunphall Anlong Reaksa Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 1.5% per month, repayment will be
made at the end of contract.
2. Provide technical training on pig and fish feeding.
3. Provide study visit.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mrs. Lov Bunleng, Mr. Chen
Kuon, , and Mr. Svay Thou.
13/. Chamreunphall Kasekor Khum Salakrao Cooperative
July 10, 2015
At 8:30AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Chamreunphall Kasekor Khum Slakrao
cooperative in Tuol Village, Salakrao Commune, Salakrao District,
Pailin Province. There were 10 participants (5 F).
Chamreunphall Kasekor Khum Slakrao AC has got: Member = 71
members, Agriculture land = 164 hectares, capital = USD 19, 641.00,
credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD2, 500.00. Now AC has only 2
businesses, release loan to member and saving. But in the future
they have plan to sell crop seed, fertilizer, and rice.
Chamreunphall Kasekor Khum Slakrao Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 1.7% per month, for the long period
loan.
2. Provide technical training on cassava, animal feeding and book keeping.
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3. Provide office equipment.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 03 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mrs. Taem Mao, and Mrs. Nok
Sokhorn.

14/. Ponleu Samaky Kasekor Cooperative
July 13, 2015
At 9:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Ponleu Samakay Kasekor
cooperative in O Kantheangva Village, Stoeng Trang Commune,
Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 12 participants (3
F).
Ponleu Samakay Kasekor AC has got: Member = 124 members,
Agriculture land = 221 hectares, capital = USD 11, 129.00, credit
loan from BFD/RCO = USD8, 000.00. Now AC has only 2
businesses, release loan to member and saving. But in the
future they have plan to sell agriculture equipment.
Ponleu Samakay Kasekor Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital as non-repayment to prepare a place to sell agriculture equipment.
2. Provide technical training on business plan, market research and book keeping.
3. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 1% per month and repayment at the
end.
At 1:30PM in the afternoon (The interview with members of cooperative)
In the small meeting in the afternoon, there were the same participants participated as in the
morning but only 05 members of cooperative were interviewed, Mr. Beng Sarom, and Mr. Keo
Chea, Mr. Blong Art, Mr. Rong Sou, and Mr. Mon Phat.
15/. Chamreunphall Bortaingsou Cooperative
July 14, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Chamreunphall Bortaingsou cooperative in
Bortaingsou Village, Bor Yakha Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There
were 8 participants (1 F).
Chamreunphall Bortaingsou AC has got: Member = 142 members,
Agriculture land = 560 hectares, capital = USD 45, 000.00, credit loan from
BFD/RCO = USD30, 000.00. Now AC has only 2 businesses, release loan to
member and crop seed credit. But in the future they have plan to sell
agriculture equipment.
Chamreunphall Bortaingsou Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide capital for .producing raw water to supply on crop of AC members.
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2. Provide technical training.
3. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest rate 1% per month and repayment at the
end for the long period.
16/. O Tabrang Rong Roeurng Cooperative
July 15, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at O Tabrang Rong Roeurng cooperative in O Tabrang Village, O Tavao
Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 5 participants (2 F).
O Tabrang Rong Roeurng AC has got: Member = 66 members, Agriculture land = 268 hectares,
capital = USD 15, 500.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 0.00. Now AC has only 2 businesses,
release loan to member and saving. But in the future they have plan to collect and buy members’
cassavas to sell to a company.
O Tabrang Rong Roeurng Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide technical training on human resource management for BoD and members.
2. Provide and prepare study visit.
3. Provide budget for participants who participate in Network Meeting.
17/. Chamreunphall Dey Sa oet O dountan Cooperative
July 16, 2015
At 9:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Chamreunphall Dey Sa oet O
dounta cooperative in O dounta Village, Stoeng Trang
Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 6
participants (0 F).
Chamreunphall Dey Sa oet O dounta AC has got: Member = 87
members, Agriculture land = 355 hectares, capital = USD 13,
053.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 0.00. Now AC has only
1 business, release loan to member. But in the future they have
plan to sell rice and make vegetable garden for members.
Chamreunphall Dey Sa oet O dounta Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide technical training on book keeping, and business plan.
2. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest 1.9% per month, loan repayment will be
made at the end of the contract.
3. Provide study visit to get new experiences
18/. Kasekor Rong Roeurng Cooperative
July 17, 2015
At 9:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD and member of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Kasekor Rong Roeurng cooperative in Prey Santeas Village, Stoeng
Trang Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin Province. There were 9 participants (2 F).
Kasekor Rong Roeurng AC has got: Member = 96 members, Agriculture land = 450 hectares, capital
= USD 4, 175.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 0.00. Now AC has only 2 businesses, release loan
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to member and crop seed credit. But in the future they have plan to collect and buy members’
cassavas to sell to a company.
Kasekor Rong Roeurng Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide technical training on book keeping, Income statement.
2. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest 1.5% loan repayment will be made at the
end.
3. Provide office equipment, desk, chairs, bookcase, and 1 set of computer with printer.
For the member of AC we interview only one member, Mr. Seng Ravuth. The result of the
interview was in the questionnaire.
19/. O Toekphleav Senchey Cooperative
July 18, 2015
At 8:30AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at O Toekphleav
Senchey cooperative in O Toekphleav Village, O
Andoung Commune, Salakrao District, Pailin
Province. There were 5 participants (0 F).
O Toekphleav Senchey AC has got: Member = 43
members, Agriculture land = 228 hectares, capital
= 215 shares = USD 5, 375.00, credit loan from
BFD/RCO = USD 0.00. Now AC has only 2
businesses, release loan to member and saving.
But in the future they have plan to produce natural
fertilizer for cassava and other crop.
O Toekphleav Senchey Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide technical training on book keeping, and business plan.
2. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest 1% per month, loan repayment will be made
at the end of the contract.
3. Provide office equipment, 1 set of computer, table, chair, and bookcase.
20/. Tuollovea Amatak Cooperative
July 20, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Tuollovea Amatak cooperative in Tuollovea Village, Tuollovea
Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 5 participants (0 F).
Tuollovea Amatak AC has got: Member = 428 members, Agriculture land = 965 hectares, capital =
USD 99, 630.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 0.00. Now AC has only 3 businesses, release loan
to member, sale fertilizer and saving. But in the future they have not plan to do something more
yet.
Tuollovea Amatak Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide technical training on agriculture.
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2. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest 0.9% per month, loan repayment will be
made every 6 months and principal at the end of the contract.
3. Provide tractor or truck for agricultural transportation.
21/. Pailin Longan Production Cooperative
July 21, 2015
At 8:00AM in the morning (The interview with BOD and member of cooperative)
There was a small meeting at Pailin Longtan Production cooperative in O Tapuk krorm Village,
Tuollovea Sangkat, Pailin City, Pailin Province. There were 6 participants (1 F).
Pailin Longtan Production AC has got: Member = 195 members, Agriculture land = 746 hectares,
capital = USD 55, 000.00, credit loan from BFD/RCO = USD 0.00. Now AC has only 3 businesses,
release loan to member, sale fertilizer, seed credit and saving. But in the future they have plan to
increase longan farm for AC members.
Pailin Longtan Production Cooperative has 3 requests to BFD/DGRV:
1. Provide technical training on “How to take care longan crop.
2. Provide capital as credit loan with low interest 0.6% per month or 8% per year, loan
repayment will be made at the end of the contract.
3. Provide study visit at Longan farm in Thailand.
For the member of AC we interview only one member, Mr. Suon Chum. The result of the interview
was in the questionnaire.
Baseline study survey at cooperatives in Pailin Province was finished at 12:00 on July 17, 2015.
Conclusion:
After baseline study was surveyed by BFD/PLN cooperative project team, all BoD, BoA and
members of cooperatives understood about BFD’s purpose in inviting them to participate in this
small meeting/interview about the process of their business in the past, now and business plan for
the future. They are very happy that BFD let them answer all of what they always do and get the
result from doing their agriculture and business.

Pailin, July 22, 2015
Seen and Approved by

Nop Paul
Branch Manager

Pailin, July 21, 2015
Reported by

Thun Tan
Project Field Coordinator
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